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Revelation - introduction to and chapter 11 vv 1-14

read chapter 11 vv 1-14

The book of Revelation is God's grand finale to the Scriptures. What ope ned with the
overture of Genesis comes to a dramatic conclusion in Revelation.

The book reveals Jesus Christ in glory.

Author – John the apostle.
Four times we are told that the author is John – 1:1, 4, 9; 22:8. Tradition assigns it to John.
2nd century witnesses to apostle's authorship include Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Clement of

Alexandria and Tertullian.
Many of the original readers were alive during Justin Martyr's and Irenaeus' lifetime.

They would have known who wrote the book.

Date – approx. 94-96 AD – probably while the Christians were experiencing persecution
under the emperor Domitian (AD 81-96).

There are some differences between the Greek in the Revelation, the gospel and the
Epistles.

This has led to some arguing against John's authorship.
These differences can easily be explained by the difference in subject matter and the fact

that John may have used secretaries to help write the gospel and epistles. They would have
used good Greek. If he wrote the revelation while a prisoner on Patmos the Greek style
would have been his own.

There are some striking similarities/parallels:

• In the NT only John's gospel and the Revelation speak of Jesus Christ as the Word.
• Only Revelation and the gospel of John describe Jesus as the "Lamb" and as a witness.

• A very striking thing occurs in Revelation and John's gospel…

The Septuagint was a Greek translation of the OT used by Jesus and the early church.
Because it is translated into Greek from Hebrew its readings are slightly different from the
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Hebrew OT.
Most of the OT quotes in the NT are from the Septuagint.
Revelation 1:7 and John 19:37 record Zechariah 12:10 differently from the Septuagint but

in agreement with each other. Paul sometimes quotes the OT in different words than the
Septuagint. This quotation of Zech. 12:10 in the same way in Revelation and the gospel
points strongly to the same author having penned both the gospel and the Revelation.

John, the last surviving apostle and an old man, has been imprisoned on a small barren
island named Patmos in the Aegean Sea southwest of Ephesus. He has been banished there
because of preaching the gospel.

He is told to write down the visions he sees in order to strengthen the church which was
beginning to feel persecution.

The message of hope is, "God is in control; even though evil seems pervasive and wicked
men all-powerful, their ultimate doom is certain. Christ will come in glory to judge and rule.

Some key doctrines:

Jesus Christ's true identity and saving work in unveiled.
The church is warned about sin and exhorted to holiness.
God is worthy of man's worship and praise.

God's character in Revelation is seen as:

Eternal
Glorious
Holy
Just
Powerful
Righteous
True
Wrathful

The book of Revelation is known as the apocalypse. It is written in the style of
apocalyptic literature.
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It is filled with symbolism, mystery and the unknown.
One despairing commentator said that there are as many r iddles in the Revelation as there

are words.
Another said the study of Revelation either finds or leaves a man mad.
Luther didn't like Revelation much, consigning it along with James, Jude, Second Peter

and Hebrews to a separate list at the end of his NT.

We shall f ind the book difficult and bewildering, but we shall f ind it worthwhile to
wrestle with it till it gives up its blessings and ope ns its treasures to us.

Because of its comple xity and mystery there are four main methods of interpreting it
today:

1. Preterist – looks at the book as detailing first-century events in the Roman Empire.
This view conflicts with the book's claim to be prophecy.

2. The histroricist sees the book as a panoramic description of church history from
apostolic times to the present.

This method robs the book of any meaning for those to whom it was writte n. It also
ignores the time limits the book places on unfolding events.

3. The idealist interprets the book as a timeless depiction of the struggle between good and
evil. It allows for neither historical allusion or predictive prophecy. It makes the book just a
collection of stories designed to teach spiritual truth.

4. The futurist approach says that events in chapter 4-22 are yet future. It believes the
people and events described are yet to come on the world stage. Future events like the
second coming of Christ, the millenium, final judgment and the eternal state are described.
This view alone allows for Revelation's claim to be prophecy and allows the interpretation of
the book by the grammatical-historical method which is used in the rest of Scripture.

Before we look at chapter 11 I'd like to give you three quotes from The Beacon Bible
Commentary, speaking of the various ways to interpret the book:
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Too often the proponents of these various schools of thought have been intolerant
of one another's points of view. The simple fact, which no thoughtful person would
deny, is that all of these views may be held by men who are equally devout, Spirit-
filled, and loyal to the Word of God. What is needed here is sympathetic mutual
understanding in the Spirit of Christ.

End of quotation

Quote,

The proper attitude for every reader of Revelation is well e xpressed by Richardson:
"We should approach the book with that humility of spirit which is willing at times
to frankly say, ' I do not know.'" He also says: "We should be concerned about the
message and the value of the book for our generation. We should let this word of
God for the first century become for us the word of God for the twentieth ce ntury."

End of quotation

Quote,

The Coming of the Lord is the dominant note of the book. "Surely I come quickly"
is the word of Christ to His suffering saints. That coming is a progressive and
repeated coming. At many times and in many ways Christ comes. He comes when in
faith we first turn to Him; he comes in the crises of life when we call upon Him; He
comes in the hour of death to receive us unto Himself…In the end, in the fullness of
time, He shall come visibly in glory to close the scenes of our earthly history, and to
usher in the final judgment.

End of quotation

All of your ministers do not interpret the events in this book in the same way, especially
the events surrounding the timing of the rapture of the church and the 2nd coming of Christ.
We all must exercise sympathetic mutual understanding in the Spirit of Christ. None of us
are heretical in our views of Scripture just because the timing of these events do not neatly
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mesh with each other. Often in the discussion of these events there is dogmatism, heat and
high feeling. What is needed is the humility to admit that even though our beliefs on timing
of these events vary we are still brethren in the Lord.

One's soundness of faith should never be judged by the yardstick of "Does he/she believe
exactly as I do about the timing of the end time events?".

Our faith is built on and centered around our great God and Savior Jesus Christ. Our love
for Him and for each other should allow for differing views about the timing of the rapture
and the coming of Jesus Christ in great power and glory.

chapter 11, vv 1-14:

Chapter 10:1-11:14 is an interlude between the blowing of the sixth and seventh trumpets.
There has been an interlude between the sixth and seventh seal covering all of chapter 7.
In both cases, after the sixth seal and after the sixth trumpet, the seventh seal and here the

seventh trumpet open up into a new series of revelations.
Chapter 11 has been called the most diff icult and the most important chapter in the

revelation.

Chapter 10 and 11 vv 1-14 are a parenthesis between the sixth angel's trumpet and the
seventh trumpet in ch. 11 v 15.

In chapter 10 a mighty angel with a little book in his hand stood with his right foot upon
the sea and his left foot on the earth.

John was told to take the book and eat it. The book was really a scroll. The fact that it is
described as open probably means it did not have a seal or seals.

This is a different scroll than the one described in chapter 5. That scroll was not little, was
not ope n, was sealed with seven seals and required someone who was worthy to open it.

It contained the seven seals, the seven trumpets and the seven bowls.
The little scroll in Revelation 10 contains the measuring of the temple and the account of

the two witnesses.
It would appear that the person speaking to John in chapter 11 is the mighty angel in

chapter 10.
This mighty angel will probably be ide ntified by whoever preaches in chapter 10. While

one cannot be dogmatic it would appear that this mighty angel is none other than Jesus
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Christ. In v 3 He says He will give power to "my" two witnesses. It would be difficult to
imagine anyone but God or Jesus Christ calling them "my" witnesses. We will save that till
chapter 10 is preached. In vv 1 & 2 John is given a reed or rod and given instructions on
measuring the temple. "Kalamos" describes a reedlike plant that grew in the Jordan valley to
a height of 15 or 20 feet.

It was hollow and lightweight but very strong and rigid, making it ideal for use as a
measuring rod. John is told to measure the temple of God, the altar and those who worship
in it.

Measuring is used as a preparation for a building or for destruction of a building. It
appears this measuring is to preserve and show ownership. There were three temples.
Solomon built the magnificent temple which was destroyed by the Babylonians in 586 BC.

Zerubbabel built a temple on the foundations of Solomon's te mple. It was complete in 516
BC. It was vastly inferior to Solomon's temple. King Herod built the temple of Jesus' day on
the site of Zerubbabel's temple. It was not completed till 64 AD and was destroyed by Rome
in 70 AD.

Ezekiel describes a magnifice nt millennial temple which is also measured. Apparently
there will also be a te mple built during the tribulation. John is told to measure the temple.
The word refers to the inner temple, the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies.

The temple was destroyed in 70 AD and John wrote in 90-95 AD, so how could he
measure it?

This is probably referring to the tribulation or the millennial temple.
It may also be a spiritual application denoting God's preservation and protection of His

people in the times of trouble John describes. It would be a great comfort to John and his
readers to know that even though the temple had been destroyed God would protect and
care for them.

John may be referring to the Christian church, the people of God, as God's temple.
Peter says we are living stones built into a spiritual house.

Paul says, Don’t you know that you are God’s temple (NCV)1
John's instructions include a signif icant omission. Leave out the court which is

outside the temple and do not measure it2
This refers to the court of the Gentiles in the temple at Jerusalem. It was as far as a

Gentile could go. There was a low wall between the court of the Gentiles and the inner

1The New Century Version, 1987, 1988, 1991.
2The New American Standard Bible, 1995 Update, 1996.
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temple. Archaeologists have found several of the signs which were attached to the wall
warning Gentiles not to e nter the temple proper.

Paul tells us in Ephesians 2:14-16 that Christ has broken down the middle wall of partition
and reconciled both unto God in one body by the cross.

John is told in v 2 that the outer court or the Holy City of Jerusalem shall be trodden
under foot for 42 months. This 42 months is listed elsewhere as 1,260 days or 3½ years. It is
the last half of Daniel's 70th week during which antichrist will e xercise his evil reign. It will
culminate the "times of the Gentiles" who for thousands of years have oppressed the city of
Jerusalem. Many Gentile nations have ruled Jerusale m—Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persian,
Greece, Rome, the Turks, the British and the Arabs have all ruled and trampled her streets.

The devastation, destruction and oppression of antichrist and his demonic and human
cohorts will surpass all other oppressors.

During this 42-month period God will shelter many in a place He has prepared for them
in the wilderness (Some speculate this might be the rock city of Petra). Those who remain
will face terrible persecution from the forces of antichrist.

At this time God will use the two powerful witnesses introduced in v3 to prophesy to the
inhabitants of the earth. Their message will be one of conde mnation. Liste ning to it will be
like torture. Much ink has been spilled by commentators speculating about the ide ntity of
these two witnesses.

There are problems with all the possibilities, but it seems likely that Elijah and Moses are
in mind. They fit the things said about the two witnesses better than anyone else we know
about.

They have power to turn water into blood and to smite the earth with plagues as Moses
did. Fire proceeds from their mouth to burn up their enemies and they can shut up heaven
to withhold the rain—both things which Elijah did.

The witnesses will preach for their allotted time and the n antichrist in the form of the
beast from the abyss will cruelly kill them. It is interesting to note that until their witness is
finished no one can harm them.

v 8 tells us that their dead bodies shall lie unburied in the streets of the holy city for 3½
days. In Jewish thought it was a terrible thing not to bury the dead. Such will be the hatred
of the people that they will celebrate and send gifts to each other.

Then after 3½ days God's breath of life will enter into the dead witnesses and they will
stand up.

Can you imagine the fear this will generate? Fox News and CNN will likely sear the
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image into the conscience with constant replays.
As the people watch in terror and try to figure it out the two witnesses ascend up to

heaven in a cloud.
Then an incredible earthquake destroys a tenth of the city and kills 7,000 of its

inhabitants.
What in incredible picture of terror. The text says the rest were terrified and gave glory

to the God of heaven.
In v 14 the somber warning is given that the third woe is coming soon.
It would seem that anyone reading or hearing about these terrible things to come would

want to prepare for them.
There are various theories about the timing of the rapture of the saved ones. One thing

we can be assured of, no matter when the rapture occurs the child of God will be protected
from the wrath of God which He pours out on the unbelieving world. We re not promised
protection from the persecution of the antichrist and Satan, but we are safe from the wrath
of an angry God.

The "Day of the Lord" wrath of God is presented as a different end time event than the
tribulation and the persecution of antichrist, Satan and his minions.

Like the two witnesses we will be protected till our time to be called home.

The NT promises persecution. I am concerned that the teaching of a rapture before the
tribulation will produce Christians who are not prepared to face the persecution if we are
called to enter into some or most of the tribulation period.

The early church did not teach a pre-tribulation rapture. We can trace its origin back to
the early part of the nineteenth century in Great Britain. From there the pretrib teaching
was picked up by C. I. Scofield and made a part of his study Bible notes and the rest is
history.

Many of the great men of God from the past who we respect and quote did not hold to a
pre-tribulation rapture belief.

It can be demonstrated from a study of the early church writers, in context, that they did
not hold to a pre-tribulation rapture belief.

I have read pretrib authors who quoted from early church writings using only part of the
text to bolster their point when the text in context clearly showed that the early church
writing being quoted advocated a pretrib teaching actually did not teach that view at all.
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Whe n the pretrib position is examined with a critical eye it will be seen that much of it is
built on assumptions and on the effort to prove a pre-taught and preconceived belief rather
than a calm e xegesis of what the Scriptures actually teach.

The important thing for us is not to win the argume nt about the timing of the rapture, but
for us to be ready to meet Him if He comes before the tribulation or that our faith will
remain strong if we find ourselves in the persecution of the tribulation.

I believe that the NT teaches that the church will face the persecution of antichrist and
Satan during part of the tribulation period and will be raptured shortly before God pours out
His wrath on the unbelieving world in the great and terrible "Day of the Lord" judgments.
My preaching on Revelation will reflect that view. I won't love you less if you hold a
different view on the timing of the rapture. I hope you will extend that same love and
fellowship with me.

Whatever we believe on the exact timing of the rapture we all agree that Jesus Christ is
coming to smash the host of evil and to take the ransomed home to be forever with Him.

My challe nge is for us to examine our faith and know what we believe so that if we find
ourselves in the midst of persecution our faith will not fail but will remain strong.

I believe that if one is convinced that the church will absolutely be raptured before the
tribulation and that doesn't happen there is danger of that person's faith being shaken or lost
if he/she is exposed to great persecution.

Let's be sure our faith is grounded and settled deep on Christ and the Scriptures so any
winds of persecution will not pull out our anchor of faith whe never Christ returns or calls us
home.

Mummerts 2009
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